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Study tour to Auckland
MARKET RESEARCH REPORT
1. Background
The SROS recently signed a Letter of Agreement (LOA) with the Food Agricultural
Organisation (FAO) to conduct capacity building activities for communities as well as
study tours for SROS staff specifically for breadfruit postharvest handling and value
added products.
The SROS completed its research on breadfruit flour seven years ago and has been
producing the product for small promotional and marketing activities both in the local
and overseas markets. The research on the optimum processing of three frozen breadfruit
products namely, uncooked slices, fries and baked breadfruit was also completed in 2016
with exporters now exporting the frozen slices only as part of their frozen crops to New
Zealand and Australia
Breadfruit is one of Samoa’s staples and Samoans remain to be the target market for
breadfruit (fresh, frozen) exported overseas. With the development of gluten free flour
from this nutritious fruit the opportunity to expand the market for possible economic
gains needs to be fully explored.
This market study builds on past work for these products and also aims to get some
feedback on the potential for the two frozen breadfruit products in New Zealand,
specifically with the Samoan food outlets. Breadfruit flour has great potential with the
continually increasing demand for gluten free products on the global market and New
Zealand remains to be one of Samoas major trading partners and closer markets.

2. Time frame
The study was planned to be conducted for four days from the 23rd to the 26th of May.
However Anzac holiday was on the 25th and visits extended on to the 27th of May.
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3. Product entry into New Zealand
One box of 22kg of flour and one foam container of frozen breadfruit products (fries and
baked) was taken as extra pieces to ensure the product was distributed within the four
days of the study visit. The flour being a processed product was easily accepted but the
frozen breadfruit products unfortunately was not allowed through despite being provided
with the thermograph and other supporting documents.
A quarantine issue in the past lead to the ban of personal consignment for cooked
breadfruit and quarantine staff at Auckland airport stated breadfruit in any form is not
allowed in New Zealand. When they were informed commercial consignments of frozen
breadfruit was already imported from Samoa into New Zealand they then stated the entry
requirements are different and cannot allow the frozen breadfruit samples through and
confiscated the bin.
An email was sent to the Ministry of Primary Industries (MPI) for clarification on the
requirements as SROS had successfully sent frozen breadfruit fries to the Pacific Trade
and Invest (PTI) office in 2016 which was cleared with no issues.

4. Places visited
The first visit on Monday was to the office of the Samoan Trade Commissioner in
Manukau. It was Honourable Magele Mauiliu’s first day on the job and he was briefed on
the reason for the visit and the unfortunate confiscation of the frozen breadfruit samples.
He offered to assist and sought some clarification from Joe Fuavao of Pacific Trade and
Invest who in turn contacted Nacanieli Waqa a Senior Advisor for Pacific Trade within
the MPI.
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Figure 1: Hon. Magele Mauiliu Magele, Samoa Trade Commissioner in New Zealand
The SROS has a product cabinet in the Samoa House currently used by other Samoan
exporters and breadfruit flour samples were left there for display.

Figure 2: Breadfruit flour samples displayed in SROS cabinet
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4.1 Samoan restaurants for frozen breadfruit products.
Four well known Samoan eateries in South Auckland were identified to be approached as
recipients of the frozen breadfruit samples for use in their restaurants and provide
feedback. These restaurants were visited on Monday but all do not open for business on
this day, so were visited again on Thursday.

Figure 3: Evelina Restaurant in Clendon.

Figure 4: Sunbell Restaurant in Otara, a branch of Sunrise in Samoa.
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Figure 5: Pinati’s Restaurant in Otahuhu

Figure 6:Ulutoa & Sons Restaurant in Otahuhu
Discussions took place with either the owners of the restaurants or their children present
at the time of the visits. The purpose for the visit and the frozen breadfruit products
involved were discussed before requesting if they were willing to take them on board for
testing if more samples were to be arranged. All were very keen and appreciative of the
opportunity to sell breadfruit products and indicated the willingness to take on not just a
couple of bags as planned but more than 10 bags for each product for thorough testing in
the market.
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A couple of the restaurants commented on the variable and sometimes very poor quality
of the uncooked frozen breadfruit slices they bought from some of the commercial
consignments from Samoa. A big problem they found was immature fruits were being
processed and sent over by some of the exporters. They were particularly very curious
about the frozen baked breadfruit and how it will taste compared to a fresh baked
breadfruit.
The MPI office through Mr Waqa later clarified the requirements for sending frozen
breadfruit products via air freight. They stressed the need for independent verification of
processes used by SROS for freezing and the importance of involving the local
quarantine office to ensure both boarders are informed to assist with product processing
and clearance. The Samoa Trade Commissioner has also agreed to receive the trial
consignment of frozen breadfruit and if all goes well, for distribution to the restaurants as
arranged.

4.2 Users and sellers of gluten free flour
On Tuesday and Friday, visits to users (food manufacturers, pizza places, bakers) and
sellers (supermarkets, specialty store) of gluten free flour in the Auckland area took
place. Ms Katrina Pereira residing in Auckland New Zealand to whom SROS has been
sending flour samples to, organised and accompanied myself to some of the visits.

4.2.1 Retailers –Supermarkets &Specialty stores
In the South Auckland area the usual supermarkets of Pak n Save in Manurewa,
Countdown and New World in Manukau were visited and scanned for gluten free flour
options. It was quite surprising to find no gluten flour was available at all three
supermarkets in these areas. However upon visiting the Countdown in Avondale and
New World in Metro Queen Street not only were there gluten free flour options available,
but there was also quite a variety particularly for the supermarket in the city.
This indicated that market segmentation and location of markets are crucial to understand
when intending to sell gluten free flour in the Auckland area. Obviously South Auckland
was not a target market for this type of product with its high Pacific population while the
city and nearby areas is where buyers for gluten free flour are found.
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Figure 7 : Gluten free flour options with prices in Countdown Avondale

Specialty Store
An internet search of business users (buyers) of gluten free flour revealed three types of
users; pizza places, restaurants and speciality stores (wholesale and retail).
A specialty store for organic, gluten free, wheat free and healthy food called I E Produce
in Takapuna was also visited. The store services a niche market and is known as a
trustworthy store for quality products. The owner Joyce Lowyim stated that gluten free
products are not easy products to sell with the many choices available and particularly the
high prices at which they are sold.
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Figure 8: I E Produce store and coconut flour product displayed
At this store a wide range of gluten free flour options are available from rice, tapioca,
arrowroot, buckwheat, potato, and coconut with prices ranging from NZ$8 to NZ$12.
Joyce stressed the importance of packaging and marketing to be able to stand out
amongst the many choices and for any product to be accepted into her store has a lot of
requirement to meet, more so than the normal supermarkets.
It appears that although gluten free food is a popular healthy food treand and choice,
gluten free flour sold in retail outlets appear to be a more difficult space to enter with
strict requirements.
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4.2.2 Potential direct buyers of breadfruit gluten free flour
There was clear indication from the supermarkets and stores visit that breadfruit flour
would be very difficult to sell as a retail product. Thus direct users of gluten free flour
and specifically those who use in large volumes were visited to scope the possible
opportunities.

Pizza Places
Two pizza places were visited, Toto’ Pizza in the city and Dantes Pizza in Ponsonby.
Toto pizza stated that on their busy days can make up to 500 pizzas of which around 40%
are gluten free with orders continually increasing. They currently buy ready-made pizza
bases including their gluten free options but with increasing volumes were currently
experimenting with making their own bases. Five packs of 1.5kg of breadfruit flour was
provided to them for their trials and were quite keen on knowing how much we can
supply and at what price. They also expressed a concern that if in future Samoa was to
supply them with breadfruit flour it was important to have a contract in place so we don’t
also supply his competitors nearby.

Figure 9: Totos’ meter pizza and owner Mike assessing breadfruit flour sample
Dantes’ Pizza owner was overseas and two 1.5kg flour packs was left with the supervisor
in charge for trials if they chose to as they were also looking at making their own
pizza bases. The junior attendant was reluctant to answer any questions or relay
information.
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Special Food Manufacturers- Wholesale
Gluten Free Store in Wiri is a bulk buyer of gluten free flour used for making gluten
free and paleo flour mixes. Mr Mike Jury informed us he had received breadfruit flour
from Papalii Perceival which he used for trials of producing the paleo bread mix. He
stated their paleo bread mix has now found a bigger market in Wellington and possibly
Australia and will be looking at ordering large amounts of breadfruit flour. He expressed
concerns though with the varying quality of the breadfruit flour he was receiving and so
three packs of 1.5kg flour was left for him to trial. Two days later he emailed expressing
his interest for 400kg of breadfruit flour to start with and requested for a price for 20kg
bags. The quantity requested is SROS’s current monthly capacity.

Figure 10: Mike cutting paleo bread made from their paleo bread mix with breadfruit as
an ingredient.
Another similar wholesale store for gluten free products called Venerdi, a food
manufacturer in Kelston also produces gluten free and paleo bread mixes along with
pizza bases and sourdough bun mixes. They are a direct competitor of Gluten Free Store
and discussions with the supervisor at the store indicated they were always willing to take
on new products given the price is competitive and a sustainable supply is
guaranteed. They needed more than 10kg of samples for trials and because I had
received the Gluten Free Store order and Toto’ Pizza’s interest for the flour before
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visiting Venerdi I could not commit SROS to another possible customer it could not
supply.
Another large user of gluten free flour called Bakeworks located in Henderson, West
Auckland uses only gluten free flour for their baked products and supplies the various
supermarkets with products ranging from bread, buns, pizza bases, and biscuits. Like the
other two users they also need assurance of a consistent supply and a reasonable price
before it can commit to take on any new product.

Figure 11: Bakeworks centre and product

5. Findings
5.1 Frozen Breadfruit products
Although the frozen products were refused entry based on the boarder officers’
understanding breadfruit in any form was not allowed in New Zealand, Mr Waqa of MPI
later clarified the requirements for entry were also not met as SROS needed Samoa
quarantine office to independently verify the paperwork provided specifically the
thermographs. Breadfruit brought in as personal consignment has been banned for a
while due to fruit flies found in baked fruits and frozen breadfruit is allowed as long as
the requirements specified are met.
Honourable Magele Mauiliu has agreed to receive a trial foam bins of frozen breadfruit,
fries and baked to trial the pathway before more samples are sent over for the Samoan
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restaurants for testing. If this trial is successful then the pathway for personal
consignment for breadfruit is open again and this presents a commercial opportunity as
well for the two frozen products as they can be stored for months.

5.2 Breadfruit flour (gluten free) market
The SROS currently produces flour for the retail market using cheap packaging and sells
it at a highly subsidised price of SAT$10/kg although the production cost is currently
around SAT$25/kg. Targeting an overseas market makes more sense and the cost of
packaging and freight should be as minimal as possible to make the product more price
competitive.
From this market study the obvious market for breadfruit flour from Samoa are the food
manufacturers or wholesale buyers who use it as an ingredient for flour based pre-mixes
and products as done by Gluten Free Store, Venerdi and Bakehouse. The breadfruit flour
only need to be packed in large sacks with only the basic labelling requirements to be
met.
The retail market for this kind of specialised food has high and strict requirements in
terms of certification, packaging. The promotional costs associated with the marketing
activities to ensure the product competes with all the other gluten free products is
expected to be high. As Ms Joyce of Specialty foods stressed, the suppliers of products
need to be active with their marketing efforts and not just dump products on their shelf
and expect them to sell. Consumers are fussy and need to be informed on the products
they are buying, how it can be used and what benefits they bring.
Targeting the wholesale buyers is the cost effective option for breadfruit flour with
minimal requirements for packaging and marketing.

6. Action Points.
The SROS Food Science & Technology team and MAF quarantine division are now
organising the frozen breadfruit samples for the Samoa Trade Commissioner in Auckland
as a trial ensuring all the requirements are met before they are air freighted to New
Zealand. This trial will also provide valuable information on the associated costs for
freight and give an indication on the economic viability of such a venture when using this
pathway.
For breadfruit flour the SROS team is now working on costing breadfruit flour when sold
in 20kg sacks and sea freighted as requested by Gluten Free Store and Totos’ Pizza. The
new product development facility will be completed by June and the production capacity
will double to 500kg a month which can cater for Gluten Free Store’s order if confirmed.
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7. Conclusions
This study has highlighted a few important things. For the frozen breadfruit products;
 There is a need to train the exporters and workers on the proper processing of the
uncooked frozen breadfruit slices and quality control to ensure quality products,
 The trial for air freighted products should open the doorway again for personal
consignment for cooked FROZEN breadfruit;
 The opportunity to add frozen breadfruit fries and baked products to the list of
exported breadfruit products will be ascertained once feedback from the
restaurants are received.
For breadfruit flour;
 The market is definitely large but cost implications makes the bulk buyers and
users of gluten free flour to be the most suitable target buyers for breadfruit flour
from Samoa,
 The packaging, marketing and entry requirements to sell in supermarkets and
specialty stores is too cumbersome for a product with many cheaper alternatives
already on the market,
 For Samoa to take full advantage of breadfruit flour and its opportunities, the
flour should not only be marketed on the basis of its gluten free status, but also its
beneficial nutritional profile and suitability for paleo diet.
All things considered there is great potential for both the frozen breadfruit products and
the breadfruit flour in the New Zealand market. The main issues appear to be ensuring
product quality and minimising costs, must be tackled to ensure competitiveness in the
market and ensure repeat consumer purchase for a successful breadfruit product trade.
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